Laser Licensing Pushes Alphaeon’s Middlenear Method

Alphaeon Corp., a Newport Beach-based “lifestyle healthcare” company, achieved U.S. licensing rights to the Amaris excimer laser device this month from Germany-based Schwind eye-tech-solutions GmbH.

The device is used in more than 120 countries for surgeries such as vision correction, but it is not yet cleared in the United States.

Alphaeon, established in 2013, established a relationship to conduct a clinical trial that Amaris will have to undergo in order to seek Food and Drug Administration marketing approval.

Alphaeon Chief Executive Robert Grant praised Amaris’ results, saying, “the speed of their laser system and integration of wavefront and topographic data have led to impressive clinical outcomes internationally.”

Published studies have shown that 97% of all nearsighted patients treated with Amaris achieved 20/20 or better unaided distance vision when measured three months after treatment.

Schwind was founded in 1958 and is privately held. A report published last year on industry website Ophthalmology Times, citing estimates from industry tracker Market Scope, noted that Schwind has a roughly 34% global market share in laser surgery, excluding the U.S., and that about 4,000 excimer lasers from various manufacturers are used for correcting visual defects in markets other than the U.S.

Robert Schnid, the company’s chief executive, said he believed working with Alphaeon would “significantly impact the growth of patient procedures.”

Schwind Amaris is the second ophthalmic licensing Alphaeon has signed. The company bought the exclusive rights to market the Visumax, S.L. HD Analyzer, a device for early cataract detection, in October.

Alphaeon didn’t announce additional terms of the Schwind deal.

The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Newport Beach-based private equity firm Strathspay Crown Holdings LLC, of which Grant is chairman.

Alphaeon is seeking its place as a licensee, operating as a middlenear of sorts between device and product makers and doctors in the plastic surgery, ophthalmology and dermatology fields, and is also looking to offer services, such as medical practice management.

Grant told the Business Journal in June that Alphaeon was negotiating with more than 30 companies on licensing deals. He said Alphaeon is planning to keep manufacturing partners’ branding for individual products, although its packaging will note exclusive licensing and fulfillment from Alphaeon.

Melanoma Results Shared

Irvine-based California Stem Cell Inc., said advanced melanoma cancer patients who received an experimental, patient-specific tumor stem cell treatment improved long-term survival rates. The treatment was part of several clinical trials conducted at Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian.

Dr. Robert Dillman, executive medical director of the Hoag Institute for Research and Education, shared the results of the studies during the Society for Immunotherapy of Cancer’s meeting at the National Harbor in Maryland.

The studies showed that patients who received California Stem Cell’s DC-TC stem cell treatment before or after treatment with interleukin-2, a traditional skin care therapy, had a five-year survival rate of 50% compared to 15% for those who received interleukin-2 alone and 28% for those who received interleukin-2 or a traditional tumor cell therapy treatment.

California Stem Cell has deep ties to the University of California, Irvine. UC Irvine professor Hans Keirstead is the company’s scientific advisory chairman.

Valve Maker Gets Up to $50M

Direct Flow Medical Inc., a Santa Rosa-based replacement heart valve maker that manufactures products in Lake Forest, said it entered a debt financing deal with Nevada-based PDL BioPharma Inc., that will provide up to $50 million.

Direct Flow is going to use the money to re-finance its existing credit line and fund commercialization of its less-invasive replacement heart valve that’s used for treating aortic stenosis, which is a narrowing of the body’s main artery.

PDL said in a news release that it initially provided $35 million to Direct Flow, with the remaining $15 million to be funded upon the achievement of an unannounced milestone.

Direct Flow’s valve is now commercially available in Europe. The company manufactures its products in Orange County to tap the area’s talent pool, Chief Executive Bernie Lyons has said.

Bits and Pieces

Irvine-based healthcare software maker Quality Systems Inc. said its NextGen Healthcare Information Systems LLC subsidiary has made an addition to its business line: NextPen Voice, which allows doctors to stay more engaged with patients while it streamlines and speeds data capture to its NextPen device. NextPen Voice intermixes handwriting, drawing and dictation, according to NextGen. … Irvine-based Kareo Inc. said it started Kareo Marketplace, which it described as a “curated selection of cloud-based” software and services. The healthcare software company said Kareo Marketplace can help small medical practices optimize their operations, deliver improved financial performance and accelerate adoption of electronic health records, among other things. … The Orange County Health Care Agency in Santa Ana launched a behavioral health information and referral website and provided services to offered through the agency’s behavioral health services division.
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Pacific Communications Expands SkinMedica Work

Agency of Record On Top of Eyelash Product Ads

Aberg Inc. in Irvine selected its subsidiary Pacific Communications as its agency of record for SkinMedica Skin Care’s professional business.

The Costa Mesa-based healthcare advertising agency will drive marketing strategy and work with Carlshad-based SkinMedica Inc.’s marketing team to develop sales materials directed at physicians and their patients.

The agency also handles professional and direct-to-consumer marketing for SkinMedica’s Latisse eyelash treatment.

“Our partnership with SkinMedica Skin Care strengthens and enhances Pacific Communications’ aesthetics portfolio,” Scott Gandy, agency group supervisor, said in a news release. “It makes us a key player in the topical aesthetics physician dispensed category, and it fits with our expanding client roster in this space.”

Allergan purchased SkinMedica last December, and now has a “laser vision correction” a revenue stream.
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Winter Yogurtland

Irvine-based frozen yogurt chain operator Yogurtland Franchising Inc. is using hashtags #WinterYogurtland and #SeasonsTreatings to promote its 12 holiday flavors, both old favorites and new concoctions. The flavors will be introduced over the holiday season, starting with spiced apple cider sorbet, salted caramel pecan and chocolate mocha.

Yogurtland has about 260 locations across the U.S., Australia, Guam, Mexico and Venezuela and plans to open more than 50 yogurt shops over the next six months.

DGBW is Yogurtland’s advertising agency of record. Huntington Beach-based Caruso Communications handles public relations for it.

Team Mazda Marathon

Irvine-based Mazda North American Operations was the “official vehicle” sponsor of the Rock ‘n’ Roll Arizona Marathon and Health Expo that took place Nov. 15 to 17 in Las Vegas. “Team Mazda” runners had a chance to take a photo at the SpeedCam photo booth and pick up free snacks at the Mazda Fueling Station. The participants also shared their “inspirational” stories at an interactive wall, the “Game Changer,” a term used in Mazda’s advertising campaign that kicked off in May.

The car manufacturer will also sponsor the Rock ‘n’ Roll Arizona Marathon and Half Marathon from Jan. 17-19.